V E R A PA SS® LOCK A ND K E Y M A N AGE ME NT SOLUTION

COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY.
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY. ONE SYSTEM.
Diebold’s VeraPass® is a complete electronic locking system that provides cost-effective
controlled access, accountability, physical security and efficient system management within
a facility or branch.

SECURE SENSITIVE AREAS

CONTROL ACCESS

From exterior entrance doors to interior
doors, communication closets to teller
lockers, VeraPass brings intelligent,
tamper-proof features wherever you need
restricted access—without the hassle of
installing wiring.

VeraPass features rechargeable keys
that can be electronically programmed
to open specific electronic locks
according to a key owner’s authorized
profile privileges.

INCREASE ACCOUNTABILITY

MANAGE SYSTEMS EFFICIENTLY

Detailed data logs are stored both in
electronic lock cylinders and keys, showing
time, date, key holder and granted or
denied access.

Easily schedule access, avoid rekeying
costs, manage user profiles and create
full audit reports via a stand-alone or
enterprise software program.
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GAIN OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY AROUND KEY
AND LOCK MANAGEMENT
EASILY INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC
KEY MANAGEMENT

SIMPLE IMPROVEMENT FOR
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

THE KEY TO KNOWING WHAT
HAPPENS IN YOUR FACILITY
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HOW VERAPASS WORKS
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